


Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary     
Organisation (GMCVO) is the voluntary,     
community and social enterprise (VCSE)    
sector support and development organisation 
for the Greater Manchester City Region. 

Our vision is a responsive,                
accountable and influential local VCSE 
sector in Greater  Manchester 
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FOREWORD 

It has been said that the VCSE sector is 
the people’s vote on the type of    society 
they want to live in.  If so, the GMCVO 
membership and the wider VCSE sector it 
represents provides a window into what 
the Webb Memorial Trust1 summarise as the five     
principles of a good society, populated by individuals 
who: 

1. Have a decent basic standard of living  
2. Are secure and free to choose how to live their 

lives  
3. Develop their potential and flourish materially 

and emotionally  
4. Participate, contribute and treat others with care 

and respect  
5. Build a fair and sustainable future for the next 

generations 

The GMCVO programmes, staff and trustees; the    
membership and the wider VCSE  sector have gifted 
me with a very different vantage point from which to   
consider and reflect on the kind of society, together, we 
seek to create. As my term of office concludes, I would 
like to thank GMCVO for such an incredible experience 
and wish them every success in their ongoing journey.  

Patsy Hodson, Chair of GMCVO 
1 www.rethinkingpoverty.org.uk/from-rethinking-poverty/powering-good-society/  
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SHINING LIGHTS 

Last year I wrote about the growing solidarity  
between institutions and leaders in Greater  
Manchester over the vision of a more inclusive 
city-region, and the mainstreaming of a number 
of practical ‘people-first’ ideas. This is continuing 
and is immensely positive. I also noted that the 
impacts of Brexit will be felt with increasing force, 
and that we will need stick together as citizens. 
This is also continuing. 

GMCVO believes we now need major growth in 
both the capacity and the numbers of voluntary 
and community organisations and social        
businesses. As Brexit continues to damage   
governance, the economy and social cohesion, 
many VCSE organisations are offering long-term 
constructive solutions. But existing organisations 
are under pressure and we cannot go on as we 
are. In addition, GMCVO’s projects and research 
suggest that to enable growth, we need to      
embrace changes to our relationships, our      
activities and our resourcing. 

We are not a ‘third sector’ but foundational to a 
decent society. And dividing people into ‘sectors’ 
is unhelpful: instead we should look for the 
shared values and working relationships         
between people of goodwill. ‘Sector’ is irrelevant 
when we share our different strengths, and     
remember that different kinds of institutions suit 
different tasks. 

In prosperous and inclusive places, VCSE      
organisations focus on the arts, leisure, nature, 
innovation and education. But history and need 
dictate that in Greater Manchester much VCSE 

activity and public funding is focused on          
addressing preventable crises. We could change 
that by investing in proven ways to build local 
and social economies, social networks and    
community resilience, thus addressing the      
drivers of poverty and offering help more quickly. 

Public and independent funding could perhaps 
be used more effectively, but there is still too   
little of it. GMCVO has drawn millions of pounds 
into Greater Manchester to invest in                 
experimental VCSE-led work. But to achieve 
growth we will have to rely more on trading, on 
smarter use of capital, and on the diversion of 
some public giving away from big national      
charities. This is our challenge over the next few 
years. 

GMCVO is a centre for organisation, not a 
closed space, and all our achievements are 
those of our members, friends, partners and    
funders; trustees, staff and volunteers. I am 
grateful for the support of so many wonderful   
colleagues, and especially for those from the 
VCSE sector. When things are tough, an hour 
with one of our members is enough to inspire   
anyone.  

Alex Whinnom, GMCVO Chief Executive 
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OUR CORE WORK  

Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary    
Organisation (GMCVO) is the voluntary,    
community and social enterprise (VCSE)   
sector support and development organisation 
for the Greater Manchester city region.  

GMCVO’s strategic aim is to improve the   
quality of life for Greater Manchester people 
and contribute to reducing inequalities         
between people and places, through enabling 
a strong, connected and influential local VCSE 
sector.  

We work across GM to enable VCSE           
organisations to learn, influence policy, obtain 
resources and collaborate with others. We 
work in partnership with VCSE, public, private, 
academic and faith sectors, and aspire to    
provide co-ordination and leadership. We have 
a memorandum of understanding with 10GM

1
, 

and collaborate with local infrastructure and 
community hubs in every GM locality. 

We resource GM partnerships and networks 
including the BME Network, Social Enterprise 
Network, VCSE Assembly and Third Sector 
Research (for a full list see p14). We support 
and work within the VCSE Leadership Group, 
and support the people who represent our 
sector at GM boards and forums.  

Our practical services include: 

 News, information, knowledge, training 
and events; 

 Policy: responses to GM strategy and 
policy proposals; and position statements 
on issues that affect our VCSE sector; 

 Research: publishing research and       
evidence based on our projects,          
contributing to GM’s understanding the 
role of VCSE activity and  how to develop 
the wider social economy; 

 Voice, advocacy and influence, enabling 
VCSE organisations to be understood 
and heard;  

 Lead and accountable body acquiring 
and managing large scale complex     
funding and distributing it to local         
organisations as grants, contracts, and 
loans;  

 Partnership brokerage; and 

 Mission-related trading: St Thomas    
Centre, open-source contacts databases,   
social investment and consultancy. 

1 A collaboration of GM local infrastructure organisations; Action Together, Bolton CVS, Macc and Salford CVS 
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OUR STRATEGIC WORK 

GMCVO acts at city-region   
level, supporting others to act 
more locally, and as Greater 
Manchester continues to      
develop as a devolved city   
region we become busier. 
GMCVO’s current strategic  
priorities are published on our 
website.

2 

Brexit hangs over everything. 
GMCVO is involved in city    
region preparations; we are 
looking at how to strengthen 
VCSE capacity prior to any 
‘economic shock’, which would 
drive up demand from citizens. 

Devolution has mostly stalled. 
But we are collaborating with 
GMCA and the GM All Party 
Parliamentary Group over a 
shared concern, the delivery of 
welfare. We hope together to 
persuade government to give 
GM more control. 

 

Meanwhile we are involved in discussion,   
development and consultation on all kinds of 
environmental, economic and social policy in 
GM

3
. VCSE knowledge and views are valued, 

and there has been long term co-design over 
some strategies. Particular highlights are the 
Good Employment Charter, the Workforce 
Strategy and the Big Alcohol Conversation. 

GMCVO is bringing the experiences of VCSE 
employers to the Good Employment Charter 
steering group, and advocating for targeted 
action with people and sectors least likely to 
offer / access good work. The Charter could 
play a huge role in reducing structural         
inequalities. 

We are ensuring that workforce and          
leadership development in GM includes     
carers, volunteers and VCSE staff, and      
considers diversity.  VCSE leaders have 
helped deliver elements of the programme 
and are involved in future planning. 

The Big Alcohol Conversation was fully         
co-designed and delivered with the VCSE     
sector, through GMCVO and 10GM. By talking 
directly with citizens, public support for      
controversial policy actions and people’s     
feelings that their views mattered both         
increased considerably. This is an exemplar 
for citizen involvement in governance. 

There are few GM strategic developments in 
which relevant VCSE sectors are not involved, 
and few important policy documents in which 
we are not referenced. However the GM    
public sector lacks an overall VCSE strategy. 
We have been working with the VCSE     
Leadership Group (see page 10) to develop a 
GM VCSE strategy. It builds on commitments 
in the Accord

4
 with GMCA and the Mayor, and 

the Memorandum
5
 with the Health and Social 

Care Partnership, explains what our sector 
already does and outlines our future potential. 

2 www.gmcvo.org.uk/system/files/GMCVO%20Strategic%20Priorities%202019-21.pdf  
3 www.gmcvo.org.uk/system/files/publications/GM%20Policy%20Update%20-%20May%202019.pdf  
4 www.gmcvo.org.uk/publications/accord-between-mayor-and-gm-combined-authority-and-vcse-sector  
5 www.gmcvo.org.uk/HSCEngage/TheMoU  

https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/system/files/GMCVO%20Strategic%20Priorities%202019-21.pdf
https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/system/files/publications/GM%20Policy%20Update%20-%20May%202019.pdf
https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/publications/accord-between-mayor-and-gm-combined-authority-and-vcse-sector
https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/HSCEngage/TheMoU
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Recession and austerity 
have had a heavy impact 
on GM, and have       
worsened long-term    
economic inequalities.         
Traditional economic     
solutions alone have not 
changed this, and Brexit 
makes things worse. 
GMCVO believes that 
building the ‘social      
economy

1
’ could help and 

we are trying to do this.    
It is positive that the                
Independent Prosperity       
Review (Feb 2019)

2         

recognises the importance 
of VCSE organisations; 
there is growing interest    
in ‘inclusive economic 
growth’; and the work of 
the IGAU

3
 has provided 

evidence of the benefits of 
a strong social economy   
in other cities around the 
world. 

GMCVO is demonstrating 
how social enterprise, 
charity trading, community 
business, co-operatives 
and social                      
entrepreneurship can    
create economic and     
social benefits for places 
and people who have 
been left behind. These 
activities build on the 
strengths and resources 
within communities to     
create economic activity.  
A thriving place-based 
economy offers better     
access for local people to 
shops, services and basic 
jobs. It creates community 
spaces where people meet 
others from outside their 
personal networks. It      
increases community     
cohesion and resilience 
and helps people to feel 
they have opportunities.  

ECONOMY 

 

The Local Industrial Strategy (LIS) June 2019 

GMCVO provided evidence to the RSA Inclusive Growth 
Commission

4
 and the Independent Prosperity Review 

from our own research and the insights of VCSE           
organisations, and GMCVO and VCSE leaders            
contributed to the development of the LIS. We believe our 
work has contributed to economic thinking and policy. We 
are pleased the Local Industrial Strategy emphasizes    
inclusive growth: it includes a focus on towns and place, 
social enterprise and good quality work; it recognises the 
link between health and productivity. A social enterprise 
strategy based on the Social Enterprise Vision, launched 
by the GM Mayor at the Social Enterprise Summit in      
November 2018, will be an element of the LIS.  

1 The social economy includes VCSE organisations, non-profits and the social contribution of commercial       
business 
2 www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/economy/greater-manchester-independent-prosperity-review/ 
3 www.mui.manchester.ac.uk/igau/ 
4 www.thersa.org/globalassets/pdfs/reports/rsa_inclusive-growth-commission-final-report-march-2017.pdf/  

https://www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/what-we-do/economy/greater-manchester-independent-prosperity-review/
https://www.mui.manchester.ac.uk/igau/
https://www.thersa.org/globalassets/pdfs/reports/rsa_inclusive-growth-commission-final-report-march-2017.pdf/
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 Place-Based Economies  

All of our work within the social economy has identified multiple opportunities for          
partnership working (see pages 10-11), and Ambition for Ageing has shown some of the 
principles for developing good places (see pages 12-13). We have brought all this     
learning together and are currently working with local partnerships in Bolton, Oldham, 
Stockport and Wigan to hopefully bring up to £8 million of investment into those boroughs 
to support the development of social enterprise. This opportunity is to trial different and 
innovative locally driven approaches to growing social enterprise ‘in a place’ where       
traditional economic activity has failed. 

Black and Minority Ethnic (BME)       
entrepreneurs are especially likely to 
develop social enterprises to benefit 
their communities, but less likely to be 
able to grow.  Our research on         
Connecting BME Entrepreneurs to     
Social Investment helped us               
understand what BME entrepreneurs 
need to access investment. The        
research, done in collaboration with GM 
BME Network and Flourish CIC, found 
that improved peer networking with    
tailored support and communication is 
required to break down the barriers. 
This learning enabled us to secure     
additional funding to continue to work 
with the GM BME network and start to 
meet these needs. 

 

Social Enterprise – supporting growth and 
improving resilience 

Our GM Social Investment programme 
continues to support social enterprises - 
including community groups and      
charities to grow their social impact and 
improve their financial resilience with 
the aim of growing the social economy. 
We provide small unsecured loans 
along with grants and support. Our    
investees include established charities 
such as TLC: Talk, Listen, Change; 
new Social Enterprises including Love 
For The Streets and Project INC; as 
well as established community focused 
organisations such as Involved 
(Salford). We are currently working with 
almost 60 organisations across every 
borough of Greater Manchester. 

 
Connecting BME entrepreneurs to social 

investment  

Black and Minority Ethnic (BME)       
entrepreneurs are especially likely to 
develop social enterprises to benefit 
their communities, but less likely to be 
able to grow.  Our research on         
Connecting BME Entrepreneurs to     
Social Investment helped us               
understand what BME entrepreneurs 
need to access investment. The        
research, done in collaboration with GM 
BME Network and Flourish CIC, found 
that improved peer networking with    
tailored support and communication is 
required to break down the barriers. 
This learning enabled us to secure     
additional funding to continue to work 
with the GM BME network and start to 
meet these needs. 
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Ambition for Ageing – reducing barriers for                              

marginalised groups 

The older population in the UK is becoming more diverse; 

yet society continues to create barriers for marginalised 

people to engage fully in their neighbourhoods. In future, 

the development of age-friendly places in GM will be     

supported by our learning. To meet the needs of our      

diverse society, we have found it is important to provide a 

variety of ways people can get involved. To fully include 

marginalised groups, we need to make sure that we are 

inclusive when we design general opportunities as well 

delivering targeted approaches.
1 

Otherwise asset-based        

community development can actually reinforce exclusion. 

EQUALITIES 

GMCVO’s core values are 
Equality, Locality and             
Collaboration. We believe 
the VCSE sector can help 
to increase the inclusion of 
all Greater Manchester    
people, and that increased 
inclusion and reduced      
inequalities are beneficial to 
everyone. But in recent 
years VCSE energy and  
resources, already under      
pressure, are mainly taken 
up with helping people out 
of preventable crises.   
Structural inequalities in 
GM, strongly correlated with 
particular demographic 
groups, particular places, 
and particular lived          
experiences, are getting 
worse. Inequality of service 
provision and fewer shared 
spaces drives more         
inequality: people have    
fewer opportunities, and it   
is harder to create bridges 
across communities.  

Much of our work is aimed 
at understanding how to 
tackle entrenched             
inequalities, and testing 
possible solutions. We      
believe our work provides 
evidence that by              
collaborating with other GM 
institutions and involving 
VCSE organisations we can 
take effective targeted     
action to reduce poverty 
and tackle discrimination 
and prejudice. But how this 
is done is vital. Any action 
must be co-produced with 
the people who are         
supposed to benefit, and 
take marginalised people 
into account. Networks of 
VCSE organisations, when              
well-connected with a    
community of place,        
identity, or experience,     
are important enablers of 
this.  

1 www.ambitionforageing.org.uk/inclusiveneighbourhoods  

https://www.ambitionforageing.org.uk/inclusiveneighbourhoods
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 Inclusion & Wellbeing partnership – a stronger equalities voice 

We have supported equalities organisations to select a diverse group of experts in all      

aspects of inclusion, to work at a strategic level with the Health and Social Care Partnership 

and GMCA. The group, supported by BHA, GMCVO and VCSE leaders will speak up about 

the concerns of grassroots equalities organisations and work proactively with the public 

sector to ensure all new policies and services are inclusive. 

 

Hidden Talent – helping young people       

furthest from the workplace 

Time spent not in education,            

employment or training (NEET) has an 

effect on long term health and          

increases the likelihood of further      

periods of unemployment, thus         

decreasing lifetime earnings. Talent 

Match
2
 looked into the reasons why 

21,000 young people in GM are NEET, 

not claiming benefits and ‘hidden’ from 

programmes that could help them.   

Hidden Talent is building on our     

learning to work with employers, DWP 

and hidden 18-25 year olds, using the 

successful Talent Coach model which 

lets young people work one-to-one with 

an expert VCSE key worker to unpick 

their personal barriers to employment.  

 

Caring Working Living – helping parents 

and carers obtain flexible work 
An increasing number of parents and 

carers are looking for flexible work that 

can be reasonably balanced with other 

responsibilities, but only 15% of UK 

jobs are advertised as flexible. This 

disproportionately affects women, who 

make up 89% of people who are     

economically inactive due to ‘looking 

after the family or home’.  Women    

often return to work part time, in less 

senior roles, and earn less.  Caring, 

Working, Living is supporting people to 

return to good quality work and      

supporting employers to understand 

the benefits and practicalities of       

offering flexible work. 

2 gmtalentmatch.org.uk/reports  

http://gmtalentmatch.org.uk/reports
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Due to its unique history 
and politics, and a culture 
of volunteerism,             
philanthropy and            
innovation, Greater     
Manchester is naturally a 
collaborative environment  
in which leaders from all     
sectors and backgrounds 
can work towards common 
goals. The VCSE sector   
itself is well networked and 
led and can act collectively. 
Many people ‘lead beyond 
their organisation’ as         
co-ordinators, mentors    
and representatives.  

All GMCVO projects are 
partnerships. We resource 
and   support numerous 
networks, and we are proud 
of our strong and wide     
relationships with VCSE 

and public sector             
organisations, businesses, 
universities and faith        
organisations. We have 
found difficult challenges 
(such as changing public 
attitudes to alcohol, or      
enabling a more diverse 
workforce) are often better 
tackled through               
multi-agency alliances that 
include VCSE                  
organisations, citizens and 
communities alongside    
others. We have been    
testing how best to break 
down some of the barriers 
between people and        
institutions, to improve 
shared decision-making 
and collaboration, and 
make the most of the 
strengths of each partner. 

PARTNERSHIP 
WORKING 

 

 GM VCSE Leadership Group 

The GM VCSE Leadership Group (formerly Devolution 

Reference Group) is a collaboration of infrastructure, 

equalities and service-providing organisations which 

came together in February 2016 to promote the role and 

involvement of the VCSE sector and communities in     

devolution. GMCVO supports and works within the group, 

which is a valuable forum for policy discussion, keeping 

updated with each other’s work and taking collective     

action on agreed priorities such as commissioning,      

population health and equalities. As a group we are in the 

process of consulting widely on a VCSE Strategy to sit 

alongside other important GM strategies. 
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  Co-production in the VCSE sector 

GMCVO researcher Susanne Martikke and MMU academic Claire Hannibal conducted a 

research study about co-production with service users in the Greater Manchester           

VCSE sector. The study sought to address a gap in best practice examples of how          

co-production – an approach that is currently seen as very desirable – can be incorporated 

into day-to-day VCSE operations. It gave those involved in co-production an opportunity to 

reflect on their experience in order to capture learning.  The findings will be released    

shortly. 

 

Co-Production network – a                       
community of practice 

A Health and Social Care assembly in 

December 2018 about experiences of 

co-production was well attended by 

people from VCSE and public sectors, 

and by people who brought their ‘lived 

experience’ into the design and delivery 

of policy and services. The group asked 

to meet again and this has evolved into 

a regular peer learning network where 

people share their experiences and    

explore best practice. 

 

Learning Exchange 

Within the Leading in GM initiative,   

intended to support the public and     

voluntary sector workforce to adopt   

collaborative leadership models, 

GMCVO is running Learning Exchange, 

a project to enable public sector leaders 

to spend time with a VCSE leader with 

the aim of understanding each other’s 

strengths, constraints and values. 

Feedback so far has been extremely 

enthusiastic. 

 Jam & Justice – involving people in city-region governance 

In partnership with three universities, we worked with an Action Research Collective made 

up of individuals with experience of advocacy, campaigning and governance to test ten   

approaches to enabling people and communities to participate in decision-making that    

affects them. The universities also shared international learning from other cities with 

GMCA colleagues. A final report
1 
draws on learning from the projects and process, and 

sets out principles and options for the meaningful co-production of ‘governance’.  

1 www.gmcvo.org.uk/publications/how-can-we-govern-cities-differently-promise-and-practices-co-production  

https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/publications/how-can-we-govern-cities-differently-promise-and-practices-co-production
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PLACE-BASED 
APPROACHES 

Greater Manchester has           
officially embraced      
place-based working in 
public service reform

1
, 

with the intention to     
connect services and     
resources within an area. 
The Leaders in GM

2
 project 

(see page 11) encourages 
staff to take on personal 
leadership roles and         
collaborate with colleagues 
from other public and VCSE 
organisations, service users 
and the public. Place-based 
economic action and      
community ownership of   
local assets are also live 
ideas in GM, although      
not yet well-developed.       
Practical work on this       
has been pioneered by 
GMCVO. 

GMCVO supports          
place-based approaches as 
a useful way to tackle      
personal and structural     

inequalities and inclusion, 
increase resilience to 
stresses and shocks, and 
encourage involvement in 
decision making. But we 
find there are certain       
principles that must be      
followed to avoid the risk of 
having the opposite effect: 
investment in social          
infrastructure that enhances 
bridging social capital;      
targeted support for minority 
groups; strategic planning to 
invest adequately in more 
disadvantaged places. 

We also note that whilst         
everyone lives in a place, 
not everyone feels they   
belong there, and some 
may connect more strongly 
with a  non-geographic 
community of identity or    
experience. Many of our 
projects and  networks    
support these non-place-
based communities. 

 

The role of ‘community hubs’ 

A PhD study in partnership between GMCVO researcher    

Susanne Martikke, GMCVO and the University of Manchester 

is looking at the role of community hubs in facilitating social 

relationships in deprived urban neighbourhoods. Data from in

-depth fieldwork in two contrasting GM locations illuminates 

the importance of some VCSE organisations as spaces 

where citizens as activists, volunteers and involved users are 

addressing individual and collective challenges and building 

trust within communities. Full publication in 2021. 

1 www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/media/1676/greater-manchester-model.pdf 
2 leadersingm.org.uk/  

http://leadersingm.org.uk/
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 Community infrastructure and the Spatial Framework 

Findings from Ambition for Ageing and the role of ‘community hubs’ offer insights into 

the importance of planning for community infrastructure within GM’s Spatial       

Framework. Our formal response to the latest consultation
3
 asks GM to give this    

parity with other vital infrastructure. 

 

Ambition for Ageing - building age-friendly neighbourhoods 

We surveyed 3,000 older people to find out what makes an age-friendly             
neighbourhood in GM. Key findings were: 

 An age-friendly community is integrated. People feel they belong and look after 
each other. It has participation opportunities, available community resources 
and spaces and accessible transport and facilities. People feel safe and are 
able to find out what is happening in their local area. 

 Older people say they like to spend time with people similar to them. This can 
include having opportunities to find out more about neighbours. 

 Social infrastructure, or shared spaces, (such as libraries, community centres 
and bus services) is vital. Exchanging pleasantries and information in shared 
spaces enables older people to stay involved in their community and connected 
to informal social networks of support, and is an essential precursor to more 
formal social and civic participation. Shared spaces help to increase community 
cohesion and resilience by providing opportunities for intergenerational and   
intercultural encounters. However, these resources are unequally distributed in 
GM. 

 Older people are not a homogenous group, so opportunities to connect and 
contribute need to be flexible and reflect the diversity of the population. 

 Bringing a range of ages together through intergenerational projects can be   
effective in strengthening community cohesion and challenging stereotypes. 

The place-based work carried out by Ambition for Ageing has already had an impact 
regionally, nationally and internationally. This year, the United Nations highlighted 
the work of GMCVO and GMCA on reducing social isolation and improving resilience 
amongst older people. 

3  www.gmcvo.org.uk/system/files/GMCVO%20Response%20to%20Spatial%20Frameowrk%20Consultation%20-%20March%

202019.pdf  

https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/system/files/GMCVO%20Response%20to%20Spatial%20Frameowrk%20Consultation%20-%20March%202019.pdf
https://www.gmcvo.org.uk/system/files/GMCVO%20Response%20to%20Spatial%20Frameowrk%20Consultation%20-%20March%202019.pdf


 member or partner 

 lead body 

 host 

GMCVO is a 
centre for       
organisation, 
and we work 
with and 
through a wide 
range of part-
nerships,       
networks and 
partner          
organisations 
to reach,        
inform, consult 
and mobilise 
the VCSE      
sector. 

PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKS 

REACH 

            twitter 
            followers         
         across all 
    our projects 

We have 

1,420 
members 

people visited 
the St Thomas            
Centre 

15,950 

1,097 people          
attended our 
training or 
events 

710      
GM VCSE      

organisations 
benefitted from 

our services 

69%  
of our locality based users 

were from GM districts   
outside Manchester 

There were 

86,567  

unique visitors 
to our website 

GMCVO engages directly with our stakeholders through events, meetings, newsletters and 
social media. 

The people who connect with us 
reflect the diversity of the Greater 
Manchester population. 

69.7% 
of our users are           

female  

16.3% 
of our users are from 

black or minority ethnic 
(BME) populations 

3% 
of our users are        

disabled 
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We invested £3.4m with 106 local organisations 

We generated 31% of our net income through mission related trading 

350 community projects were developed through Ambition for Ageing 

GMCVO brings funding into Greater Manchester and distributes it to local organisations, mostly 
VCSE, through grants and contracts. We also contribute to the economy by attracting visitors 
and spending with local suppliers. 

1,335 people volunteered with us which equates to 42,700 volunteer hours gifted to 

GMCVO and its projects 

This year this included contributing to the development of 11 major GM strategies including: 

 Local Industrial Strategy 
 GM Model for Public Reform 
 Taking Charge the next five years 

 GM Green Summit 
 GM Spatial Framework 

GMCVO enables VCSE voices to be heard and VCSE ideas to be shared with GM policy makers, 
funders and influencers. 

43 

local, GM & national 
conferences to share 

our learning 

GMCVO speakers 
presented at 

 

We made  
formal 
responses 
to 
consultations 

26 

INFLUENCE 

FUNDING 

98% 
satisfaction 
with our 
services 

PERFORMANCE 

36 VCSE representatives sit on key Greater 
Manchester boards and steering groups 
and contribute to strategy and policy. 
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GMCVO STAFF AND TRUSTEES 
GMCVO is a membership organisation led by a board of voluntary trustees. Members elect the majority of 

the board at an Annual General Meeting, and others are co-opted by the board or nominated by significant 

partners. The board focuses on strategic leadership and delegates appropriate authority to subsidiary 

boards, committees, partnership boards, steering groups, working groups and the staff team. 
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GMCVO Staff (November 2019) 
Alex Whinnom Chief Executive 

Alison Crush Investment Officer (Social Enterprise) 

Bari Pollard  Databases Manager (GMCVO Databases) 

Ben Reese Comms & Employer Engagement Officer 

(GM's Hidden Talent)  

Beth Sharratt Senior Project Officer (Health and Social 

Care VCSE Engagement) Maternity cover 

Craig Almond CRM Projects Officer (GMCVO               

Databases) 

Dan Cowman Conference Centre Assistant 

Darren Aylwin Facilities and Building Officer 

David Brierley Administrator (GM’s Hidden Talent) 

Ellie Nixon Contracts Officer (Ambition for Ageing)  

Gary Millar Investment Manager (Social Enterprise) 

Gavin Owen Programme Manager (GM’s Hidden Talent) 

Graham Allanson Senior Project Officer (Ambition for  

Ageing) Maternity cover 

Helen Butler Partnerships Officer (GM’s Hidden Talent) 

Ian Taylor Director of Development 

Jackie Cowman Finance Officer 

Jade Gaunt Databases Technical Developer (GMCVO      

Databases) 

John Hannen Programme Manager (Ambition for       

Ageing) 

Kat Rado-Barnes Senior Administrator (Health and     

Social Care VCSE Engagement) 

Kirsty Bagnall Communications & Influence Officer 

(Ambition for Ageing)  

Lisa Brown Conference Centre Administrator 

Liz Atkinson Senior Project Officer (Caring, Working,     

Living)  

Lucas Wood Conference Centre Assistant 

Lucy North Senior Administrator (Ambition for Ageing)   

Michael Chaplin Web Developer (GMCVO Databases)  

Mike Thomas Finance Manager 

Nathalie Haslam Senior Project Officer (Health and    

Social Care VCSE Engagement) Maternity leave 

Owen Hewson Senior Administrator (Social Enterprise)  

Rebecca Harris Employer Engagement Officer 

Sarah Farrell-Graham Technical Assistant (GMCVO        

Databases)  

Sharon Summers Development Officer (Ambition for    

Ageing) 

Shohidul Islam Web Developer (GMCVO Databases)  

Siobhan Foley Contracts Officer (Ambition for Ageing) 

 



Core Volunteers 
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GMCVO Staff continued.. 
Susanne Martikke Researcher 

Tanya Coutts Operations Manager 

Tekla Szerszynska Project Officer (Social Enterprise) 

Thea Monk Senior Project Officer (Ambition for Ageing) 

Maternity leave 

 

Tori Heap Apprentice Administrator 

Vicky Maher Administrator (Caring, Working, Living) 

Viki Lee Marketing Officer & Communications                

Co-ordinator 

The following also worked for us during 2018-19 
Darren Good 

Janice Drew 

Jonathan Lambert  

Julia Battersby  

Katherine Bird  

Marie Graham 

Nicola Percival 

Nisha Frizzell 

 

GMCVO Core Volunteers  
David Sutcliffe     

Susan Barrett         

Helen Morris             

Nicola Jacques 

 

Members of GMCVO Board (November 2019) 
Atiha Chaudry       

Edna Boampang 

Kathryn Cheetham      

Mark Lee              

Patricia Hodson        

Priti Butler              

Richard Dyson  

Thomas Berry          

Cllr. Tom McGee 

 

 

Directors of GMCVO Trading Ltd.  
Edna Boampang 

Richard Dyson 

Directors of St Thomas Centre Ltd.  
Kathryn Cheetham     

Priti Butler 

 

Directors of GMCVO Databases Ltd.  
Kathryn Cheetham      

Cllr. Tom McGee 

 

Directors of Access To Growth GM Ltd.  
Priti Butler                   

Richard Dyson 

 

Thanks also to the following who served during 

2018-2019 
Cllr. Jane Hamilton       

Alex Fairweather        

Denise McDowell        

Maggie Walker     

Dora Blake                     

Martin Miller           



FINANCE AND FUNDERS 

Financial summary 2018-19 

Funders in 2018/19  

 TOTAL FUNDS           

£ 2019 

TOTAL FUNDS             

£ 2018 

Income 5,092,988 6,456,725 

Expenditure -5,354,959 -5,785,501 

Net Income (Expenditure)  -261,971 671,224 

   

Reconciliation of Funds   

Total funds brought forward 1,127,769 456,545 

restricted 809,068 189,140 

unrestricted 318,701 267,405 

Total funds carried forward 865,798 1,127,769 

restricted 546,725 809,068 

unrestricted 319,073 318,701 

GMCVO was successful    

in securing or maintaining 

a wide range of grants and   

contracts and generating 

independent trading                

income. 

66%, or £3,385,351, of this 

was passed on to other 

Greater Manchester         

organisations in the form 

of grants or sub-contracts. 

Financial information is taken from 

GMCVO’s audited financial  statements 

and annual report 2018-19. For a full 

copy, please contact the Finance    

Department at GMCVO. 
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Income sources 2018-19 

A Core funding (GMCA) 228,400 13.4 

B National funding body 79,152 4.6 

C Local government 25,725 1.5 

D Other local public sector 182,678 10.7 

E Earned income 535,231 31.3 

F Independent funders 653,857 38.3 

G Other 2,594 0.2 

1,707,637 100 Total net funds  



AMBITION FOR AGEING 

A six-year (to 2021) £10.2m National Lottery-funded       

programme aimed at creating more age-friendly places and 

empowering people to live fulfilling lives as they age . The 

project is being delivered by a mixed-sector partnership led 

by GMCVO. 

Graham Allanson graham.allanson@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

CARING, WORKING, LIVING 

A project to improve recruitment and employment          

opportunities for carers wishing to return to work. Funded 

by the Government Equalities Office and delivered in        

partnership with the Greater Manchester Chamber of   

Commerce. 

Liz Atkinson liz.atkinson@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

COMMUNITY HUBS 

Specialist support within GMCVO for the support and    

development of places or spaces that generate community 

or neighbourhood activity, including asset transfer and 

community-based renewable projects. 

Alison Crush alison.crush@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

COMMUNITY INSIGHTS 

Research and evaluation about communities and the role 

of VCSE organisations, networks and social capital in     

creating inclusion and resilience. Including a Manchester 

University studentship studying community hubs. 

Susanne Martikke susanne.martikke@gmcvo.org.uk 

 

DEVELOPMENT ENGAGEMENT 

Information, events and consultations about public policy 

and initiatives, including public service reform and inclusive 

economic growth, to enable VCSE organisations to be   

involved in development and delivery and collaborate with 

GMCA and the LEP. 

Alex Whinnom alex.whinnom@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

GMCVO DATABASES 

By providing websites and contact management systems 
using flexible, affordable open-source software we enable 
organisations to be more effective. Services include      
consultancy, implementation, support, hosting and training. 
Bari Pollard databases@gmcvo.org.uk 

 

GREATER MANCHESTER ADDVENTURES 

Hosting and support within a shared legal and governance 

structure that groups and projects can ‘plug in’ to. Hosted 

enterprises include Benefits Owl, Greenfingers, Lifted and 

MAP. 

Alison Crush  alison.crush@gmcvo.org.uk    
 

GREATER MANCHESTER BME NETWORK 

The GM BME Network provides networking events and   

access to knowledge, information and support to black and 

minority ethnic (BME) and refugee VCSE organisations 

across GM. 

Atiha Chaudry (Chair) c/o Owen Hewson                    

owen.hewson@gmcvo.org.uk 

 

GREATER MANCHESTER’S HIDDEN TALENT 

A two-year programme enabling young people who are 

neither working nor claiming benefits to progress towards 

employment. Co-funded by The National Lottery          

Community Fund and Greater Manchester Combined    

Authority and delivered in collaboration with employers. 

Gavin Owen gavin.owen@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

GM SOCIAL INVESTMENT 

A £2m fund offering small loans with additional support for 

social enterprises and trading charities to enable them to 

grow. Funded through Access Foundation.   

Gary Millar gary.millar@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE VCSE ENGAGEMENT 

A four-year project based on the Memorandum of          

Understanding with the GM Health and Social Care      

Partnership (May 2017) to enable the VCSE sector to         

participate in health and social care transformation. 

Kat Rado-Barnes kat.rado-barnes@gmcvo.org.uk 

 

LEARNING GM 

Bringing together leaders from public services and the 

VCSE sector to make new connections, learn about each 

other and share leadership practices. 

David Brierley david.brierley@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE SUPPORT 

Working with GMCA to develop a Social Enterprise      

Strategy for Greater Manchester. Social Enterprise      

newsletter and events. Greater Manchester Social         

Enterprise Network website including directories of Social 

Enterprises, local and thematic networks and sources of 

support and investment. 

Gary Millar gary.millar@gmcvo.org.uk  

 

ST THOMAS CONFERENCE CENTRE 

Conference venue, offering high quality conference and 

meeting rooms for VCSE organisations and others, in a 

heritage building near the centre of Manchester. 

0161 277 1010  st.thomas@gmcvo.org.uk 

 

RESEARCH 

Research about the local VCSE sector and the needs of 

the communities it serves. Partnership projects with      

universities and hosting the Greater Manchester Third 

Sector Research Network. 

Susanne Martikke susanne.martikke@gmcvo.org.uk 

 

VOLUNTEERING GREATER MANCHESTER 

A partnership of organisations committed to peer      

support and to advocating for increased profile and    

resources for volunteering in Greater Manchester. 

Lindsay Gilbert (Chair) c/o Alex Whinnom 

alex.whinnom@gmcvo.org.uk 

SUMMARY OF OUR SERVICES AND PROJECTS 
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GREATER MANCHESTER 

FACTS AND FIGURES 

 493 square miles 

 25% rural 

 27 MPs 

 10 independent local authorities and a 
directly elected Greater Manchester 
Mayor working together through the 
Greater Manchester Combined Authori-
ty (GMCA) 

  Devolved powers including transport, 
business support, employment                    
programmes, adult education, planning, 
policing & fire services, housing              
investment and health & social care;         
also control of some capital funds and 
earn back of tax revenue 

 Greater Manchester Strategy 2017 Our 
People; Our Place is the framework for 
all decision making by GMCA and Local       
Enterprise Partnership 

 Greater Manchester economy (GVA) is 
worth £63 billion, the largest in the UK    
after London 

 But productivity is 10% is below              
national average 

 Greater Manchester is the fifth most          
deprived Local Enterprise Partnership in 
the country 

 31% of children are living in poverty 

 More than 500 people are sleeping 
rough 

 Skills, employment, healthy life                      
expectancy and household wealth are  
below national average 

 Nearly 16,000 constituted groups 

 About one third are registered charities 
and about one tenth identify as social     
enterprises 

 Most organisations are small and run by 
volunteers; 77% have an income of less 
than £10k per annum 

 1.1 million volunteering hours per week 
valued at £973 million per annum 

 21.9 million interventions made with      
beneficiaries per annum 

 Employs disproportionately more wom-
en, disabled people and people from 
ethnic minorities (including in manage-
ment and governance) 

 Well organised and networked with 
strong collaborative leadership 

Total: c15,890 constituted groups  

• 77% < £10k pa 

• 55% formed since 2000 
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For a plain text version of this document, 
please contact GMCVO. 

GREATER MANCHESTER CENTRE FOR VOLUNTARY ORGANISATION 
 

 St Thomas Centre  T 0161 277 1000 

 Ardwick Green North  E gmcvo@gmcvo.org.uk 

 Manchester M12 6FZ   

 www.gmcvo.org.uk 

Registered charity no. 504542 and a company limited by guarantee registered in England no. 1223344.  

THE VCSE SECTOR 

PLACE AND POLITICS 

ECONOMY 

 

 Population 2.8 million 

 20% BME 

 200 languages 

 85,000 students  

PEOPLE 
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